FIERY CROSS
Small Size Pendant
16-Inch White Gold Neck Chain FREE

No. 1569—Price $2.50
Made of platinum finish silver. Looks like platinum and wears like platinum. Set with bright, fiery red, sparkling stones. For a short time we are giving a 16-inch white gold filled neck chain with each cross sold. This neck chain alone sells for $2.50 each. Both the Fiery Cross pendant and 16 inch white gold neck chain for $2.50. A SPECIAL PRICE.

Latest Design FEZ—(Patented Design)
RED, WHITE and BLUE
Something New and Very Attractive

Take our word for it, boys, it's a little beauty. And at such low prices that everybody buys one.

Agents and Dealers: Here is a whirlwind seller for outdoor celebrations. Get a stock and clean up at the next big design. Be distinctive, see that your crowd all have a FEZ on your next out-of-town or outdoor doings.
Take the matter up with your Exalted Cyclops.

In lots of 250 we will place name of your city or Klan name and number under emblem on front of FEZ free of charge. We cannot place name of Klan or city on FEZ in smaller lots than 250 free, so do not ask us to do it.

No. 751—Price $1.50 Each
The cap proper made of good quality felt, solid red. And the emblem on the front in white. With a blue wool tassel.

No. 752—Price $2.50 Each
Made same colors as above FEZ. Except that No. 752 is made of much better grade felt and has silk finish tassel. Worth more than twice as much as the lower priced one.

Please Order Buttons and Rings by Number

ROSE Bags $1.50 each. Keep your robe neat and clean. Hang and keep it in a robe bag.

TERM: Cash with order or if you wish, goods sent C.O.D. A deposit of one-third required with order.

100% AMERICAN
Jewelry and Novelties

FIERY CROSS

No. 1569
Suitable for men as watch charm, or for ladies as pendant on neck chain. Set with bright, fiery red sparkling stones. The real symbol of a KLAUSMAS.
Platinum finish silver, each. $3.00
Solid gold, 14 K. each. $1.50

Latest Neck Chain, gold filled, suitable to wear with
FIERY CROSS Pendant. Each. $2.50
Men’s Watch Chain, high grade gold filled, suitable to wear with Fiery Cross Charm, each. $3.50

National Emblem Co.
P.O. Box 524 Omaha, Nebr.
Spinning Watch Charm

Two Quality Rings
Solid Green Gold, 10-K

A ring they will be proud to wear the balance of their life—should buy one of these Solid Green Gold QUALITY RINGS.

No. 552

Price Each, $15.00

PATENT PENDING
Above illustration enlarged twice actual size of ring to show beautiful design. For this send stiff strip of paper to fit finger ring is wanted for.

No. 6897
Solid green gold, 10-K. Ladies' Ring. Genuine ruby stone. A ring you will always be proud to wear.

Price Each, $12.00

PATENT PENDING
Above illustration enlarged twice actual size of ring to show beautiful design. For this send stiff strip of paper to fit finger ring is wanted for.

Solid Gold Fiery Cross
$2.85

Our latest little beauty, 10-K solid gold FIERY CROSS, set with very red sparkling stones. Made to lapel button, scarf pin, pinhead or ladier pin.

Patent pending the Fiery Cross in miniature may be got a handy quality shut token to mail from as low as $2.00.

No. 7061
Lapel Button or Scarf Pin
Solid 10-K Gold, $1.50
Rolled Gold, $1.10

No. 15944
Lapel Button or Scarf Pin
Solid 10-K Gold, $2.50
Rolled Gold, $1.50

No. 15995
Lapel Button
Rolled Gold, $1.50

No. 22036
Lapel Button Only
Solid 10-K Gold, $2.50
Rolled Gold, $1.50

No. 15998
Ladies' Pin
Rolled Gold, $1.50

No. 15944 Charm
Plated Gold
Here is the neatest little charm on the market today. Sets the pace for all competitions. Wears like a pro.

Price $2.00

No. 224-15944 Charm
Plated Gold

Front

Pocket Piece
An introduction to a brother anywhere.

Renaissance...] $2.00

Nicked Silver...] 50c

Gold Plated...$1.00

Back
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